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In a previous paper [ 3 1, we described a homological characterization of 
pro-uniserial rings. The purpose of this paper is to give a similar charac 
terization of injec-uniserial rings and of Nakayama algebras. Throughout 
this paper, all rings are assumed to be finite-dimensional algebras over some 
fixed algebraically closed field F, and all modules are left modules. 
If R is a ring, an R-module is called uniserial iff it has a unique 
composition series. R is called 
(1) pro-uniserial iff all of its indecomposable projective modules are 
uniserial, 
(2) injec-uniserial iff all of its indecomposable injective modules are 
uniserial, 
(3) uniserial, or Nakayama. iff it is both pro-uniserial and injec- 
uniserial. 
If M is an R-module, let I(M) denote the composition length of M. If M is 
uniserial, then the following are well known: 
(1) All submodules and quotient modules of M are also uniserial. 
(2) If O+ M, --t M- MZ + 0 is any short exact sequence. then 
I(M) = I(M,) + I(M,). 
(3) The only submodules of A4 are those in its composition series, and 
hence its only quotients are those by submodules in its composition series. In 
particular, M has a unique simple quotient. a unique simple submodule, and 
a unique maximal submodule. In fact, if 0 < k < I(M), then M has a unique 
submodule and a unique quotient module having composition length k. 
Let J(R) denote the Jacobson radical of R. and if M is an R-module, let 
J(M) =5,(M) =J(R) . M, J,(M) =J(R)* . M, etc. Since R is an Artin 
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algebra, it has only a finite number, say r, of isomorphism classes of simple 
modules. It is well known that R also has exactly r isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable projective modules and exactly r isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable injective modules. Moreover, each indecomposable 
projective module P has a unique maximal submodule which is equal to 
J(P), and, for each simple R-module S, there is a unique (up to 
isomorphism) indecomposable projective R-module P with P/J(P) 2 S. 
Similarly, each indecomposable injective R-module has a unique simple 
submodule, and hence a simple socle, and for each simple R-module S, there 
is a unique (up to isomorphism) indecomposable injective R-module I with 
the socle of I (denoted henceforth by sot Z) isomorphic to S. Henceforth, if S 
is a simple R-module, P,y will denote the indecomposable projective R- 
module with P,/J(P,) z S, and I,Y will denote the indecomposable injective 
R-module with sot 1,~ S. 
If M is a uniserial R-module with composition series hil= M, 3 
M,3M23... I> M, 3 0, then we will say that the simple factor M,/M, is at 
the top of M, that M,/M, lies beneath M,,/M, in M. and so forth, and that 
M, lies at the bottom of M. 
Suppose R is an injec-uniserial ring; if S and T are simple R-modules, we 
shall say that T is above S, or S is beneath T. iff T z so~(l,~/S). By an 
argument dual to that used in 131. it is easy to show that, if A4 is any 
uniserial R-module having S as a composition factor, then either S lies at the 
top of M, or T lies above S in M. It is clear that each simple R-module has 
at most one simple above it, although it may have several beneath it. 
If R is injec-uniserial, we can now define the graph of R as follows: there 
is one node in the graph for each isomorphism class of simple R-modules, 
and, if S and T are two simple R-modules, then there is an arrow from the 
node corresponding to T to the node corresponding to S iff T is above S. 
The graph will thus have the following form: 
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By the remark above, each node in the graph can have at most one arrow 
terminating at it, though it may have several originating there. We shall 
speak of the components of a graph in the obvious sense. and shall say a 
graph is connected iff it has only one component. Also, we shall say that a 
component of a graph is cyclic if it has at least one node which can be 
reached from itself by following arrows; if a component is not cyclic, we 
shall call it linear. 
If R is a ring, let Rap be its opposite ring; i.e., Rap has the same 
underlying set and addition as R, but the muitiplication is reversed. There is 
a well-known duality between the categories of R-modules and R”P-modules 
given by the contravariant functor D(M) = Horn,@, F), where F is the 
underlying field (see (2, Section I.9 I). This functor preserves composition 
lengths. takes injectives to projectives and vice versa, and interchanges 
quotients and submodules. Thus, in particular, if R is injec-uniserial, then 
Rap is pro-uniserial, D(I,) = P,,,,, for each simple R-module S, and the 
graph of RO” (as defined in 13 I) is just the graph of R with the arrows 
reversed. 
Recall that two rings are Morita equivalent iff their module categories are 
naturahy isomorphic. By Theorem 22.1 of j 11. it is clear that, if R and R’ 
are two F-algebras. then R and R’ are Morita equivalent iff ROP and Rr”p are 
Morita equivalent. 
With these observations, the following results follow immediately from the 
corresponding theorems about pro-uniserial rings in 13 I: 
I. Suppose we are given any finite directed graph having the property that 
no node has more than one arrow terminating there. and a length !(r,) for 
each node L’, where each length is a positive integer and the list of lengths 
has the property that. if there is an arrow from t’, to r2 in the graph, then 
I(c,) 2 /(cl) -- 1. Then there is an injec-uniserial ring having the given graph 
as its graph, and whose indecomp~sable injectives have the given lengths. 
II. Two injec-uniserial rings are Morita equivalent iff they have the same 
graph. and corresponding indecomposable injectives have the same 
composition lengths. 
Recall that, if R and R’ are any two F-algebras, then they are said to be 
Paincare equivalent iff there is a one-to-one correspondence between their 
simple modules which induces an F-algebra isomorphism between Ext(R) 
and ExtfR’), where Ext(R)=@ Es x:,- Extz (S. 7’) with S and T ranging 
over one representati~~e from each isomorph~sm class of simple R-modules, 
and with a product equal to the Yoneda product, where it is defined. and 
zero elsewhere. With this in mind. we prove the following: 
LEMMA 1. if M and N are R-modules. where R is aq F-algebra, then, 
fir al2 n > 0, Extp4, N) r Ext~~,~{~(~). D(M)). 
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d> . ..+Pz+P.--II,P,+ do M+O 
is a projective resolution of M. Then 
D’do) O+D(M)- D(P,)3D(p,)3D(p2)+ . . . 
is an injective coresolution of D(M). Since D is a duality, Hom,(P;, N) z 
HomRl)P (D(N), W,)) f or i > 0, and, if d,? : Hom,(P,-, , N) --t Hom,(P;, N) 
is the induced map, then the induced map D(d,)*: Hom,,,,(D(N), D(P,-. ,)) + 
Hom,,,,(D(N), D(P,)) is simply D(dT). Further, since D is left 
and right exact, for i > 0, ker D(d,)* = ker D(d”) z ker dy, and 
Im D(di)*=Im D(dT)zIm djk, and so Exti(M, N)=(ker dc+ ,)/‘(Im d,T)g 
(ker D(d,, ,>*)/(Im D(d,)*) = Ext&dD(N), D(W). 
In the above proof, we used the well-known fact that Exti(S, 7) may be 
computed using an injective coresolution of the second variable; i.e., if 
. . . +PpzAP,2L p$Ls-0 
is a projective resolution of S and 
do dl n’? da o-T-J,-J,+Jz--+~~~ 
is an injective coresolution of T, then for each n > 0, (ker ;jX+ ,)/(Im ?,T) is 
naturally isomorphic to (ker d, + ,* )/(Im d,*), where 2: : HomH(P,, _, , T) --t 
Hom,(P,, , T) and d,, : Hom,(S, J, ,) --t Hom,(S, J,,) are the induced maps. 
In fact. if f~ ker a:+, , then we can find maps JJ,. 0 < i < II, so that the 
following commutes: 
Moreover, 7, E ker d, + ,+, and its class in (ker d,,+ ,*)/(Im d,,,) depends 
only on the class off in (ker a,“, ,)/(Im 3:). Thus @: (ker a:+ ,)/(Irn ii:) - 
(ker d, ,~ ,*)/(Im d,,) defined by Q(f) = Y,, is a well-defined function; and 
indeed, @ is a natural isomorphism between these F-modules. For proofs. see 
15. Theorems 111.6.4 and 111.8.2 I.
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Now suppose S, r, and U are R-modules, and 0 -+ T -+dliJo --tit1 J, --,‘i: . . . 
andO-tU~doIO~d;IrjdZ... are injective coresolutions of T and U, respec- 
tively. If if’ 1 E Ext”,(S, T) and 1 g’] E ExtF(7’, U), where the Ext’s are taken 
to be defined via the injective coresolutions, so that S’ E ker d,, + ,* and 
g’ E ker dni I#:$ then we can define l-f’/ . 1 g’ / by noting that there exist 
maps pi, 0 < i < n, so that the following commutes: 
s 
/.I’ 
1 
Then If’ I . I g’ I can be defined to be the class of ,f?,, o_f’ in Extz ““(S, 0); by 
arguments exactfy dual to those used to establish the Yoneda product it can 
be shown that \p,, of’\ is well defined and depends only on the classes ofJ’ 
and g’. Our next lemma shows that, in fact, this operation is just another 
realization of the Yoneda product. 
LEMMA 2. If if] E Ext;l(S, T) and 1 g 1 E ExtF(T, U). defined prujec- 
timely, then @(If/). @([gl) = @(if] @ \ g\)+ where @ is the Yoneda product 
and @ and . are as de~ned above. 
Poof: Consider diagram 1. (Note that 0, = Q(g).) 
Here, ... -Pz-+P,-+P,-+S-+O and ~~~-+QZ-+Q1+Qo-+T-+O are 
projective resolutions of S and T. respectively, and Q -+ T ---) J,, --$ 
J, -+J*+ *** o--4 U-+I,+Z,-+Z,-t ..- are injective coresolutions of T and 
U, respectively. Also, for 0 < i < m, (xi: P,,,-+ Qi and these define 
If/@ \$!I; for O<iia, YjzP,>-i-j +fj and these define @(/.f]); for 
0 Q i < nz. cii: Q, i- , + Ii and these define #([ g]): and for 0 Q i < I?, Pi: 
Ji -+ Iinci and these define @([J‘\) a @(I g\). Since each square and triangle 
commutes, so does the whole diagram. To find #(if] @ \ g]), we need to 
find maps ri: P,,.,-j ..$ -+ li, 0 < i < m + n. so that the following commutes: 
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@(If] 0 1 g]) will then be the class of r,,+ ,,l. However, from diagram I. it is 
clear that, for 0 < i < m - 1, we can choose ri = 0; o a, iml. and, for 
m < i < m + n, we can choose ri = pi m o yj m, Then the required diagram 
does commute, and r, + m = p,, o I’,,, which is a representative of 
@(If]) . @( ( g]). The lemma follows. 
The following is now an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2: 
LEMMA 3. Suppose R and R’ are two F-algebras. Then R and R’ are 
Poincare’ equivalent iff RoP and RI” are Poincare equivalent. 
Now suppose R is an injec-uniserial ring. If S is a simple R-module, let 
Y’(S) = ~oc(r,,,,~,,,,,/(Z,~/J(l~))); in other words, i (S) is the simple module 
above the top of I,. We divide the simple R-modules into three groups as 
follows: 
(1) S is of Type I (or SE 1,) if it is possible to start at S in the 
graph of R and, by following arrows, reach S again. 
(2) S is of Type II (or S E / J if S 6? /, but Ye E /, 
(3) S is of Type III (or S E .j3) if S 6? (1, and i’(S) & /, . 
Also. we define the cycle length of R to be the number of isomorphism 
classes of simple R-modules of Type I. 
Using the above lemmas and definitions, the following results follow 
immediately from the corresponding theorems about pro-uniserial rings in 
131: 
III. Suppose R is an injec-uniserial ring. 
(A)(i) If S and T are simple R-modules. and n > 0, then either 
Extl(S. T) = 0 or Extz(S, T) z F. 
(ii) If S and T lie in different components of the graph of R. then 
Ext;l(S. T) = 0 for all n > 0. 
(B) The following are equivalent: 
(i) R has a connected linear graph. 
(ii) There is a unique indecomposable injective R-module I,5 with 
l(Z,) = 1. 
(iii) There is a unique simple R-module S with Exti(T, S) = 0 for 
all simple R-modules T and all TV > 0. 
IV. If R and R’ are two injec-uniserial rings with connected. linear 
graphs, then R and R’ are Poincare equivalent iff they have the same graph 
and corresponding indecomposable injectives have the same composition 
lengths. 
V. Any injec-uniserial ring is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of injec- 
uniserial rings with connected graphs. 
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VI. Suppose R and R’ are two injec-uniserial rings having connected, 
cyclic graphs. 
(A) If R and R’ are Poincare equivalent, then they have the same 
graph, and corresponding simples have the same types. Let S’ t:,, Mod 
denote the simple corresponding to the simple S E, Mod. If S E ,./l. then 
Z(Z,Y) = Z(Z.k,), and if k is the cycle length and S E j?, then Z(Z,) = Z(Z,k.,) 
(mod k). Also, there is an integer m such that if SE 2, then 
Z(Z,s) = Z(Z,i,) + mk; m is independent of which S E f, is examined. 
(B) Suppose R and R’ have the same graph; let SE, Mod and 
S’ E,,Mod denote simple modules corresponding to the same node. Let k be 
the cycle length, and suppose further that there is an integer m such that 
(a) if S E /, U f2, then Z(Z,5) = Z(Z.k ) + mk. 
(b) if S E f3, then Z(ZI) = RI,;.), 
(c) if SE i,, then Z(Z,s) > 2k + 1 and Z(Z.4,) > 2k + 1, 
(d) if S E iz, then each simple in /, appears as a composition 
factor in Z,Y and Z.{., at least twice. 
Then R and R’ are Poincare equivalent. 
VII. An F-algebra R is injec-uniserial iff for each simple R-module T. 
JJYG, dim,. Ext; (S, r) < 1, where / cK Mod contains exactly one represen- 
tative from each isomorphism class of simple R-modules. 
Now suppose that R is a Nakayama algebra. Since R is certainly injec- 
uniserial, it has a graph associated with it as described above, in which each 
node corresponds to an isomorphism class of simple R-modules, and there is 
an arrow from S to T, where S and T are simple R-modules, iff 
S z soc(Z,/soc(Z,)). However, since R is also pro-uniserial, there is another 
graph associated with R (see 131) in which each node again corresponds to 
an isomorphism class of simple R-modules, but in which there is an arrow 
from S to Tiff TrJ(P,)/J,(P,). We want to show that these two graphs are 
the same; since they certainly have the same nodes, the following will suffice: 
LEMMA 4. If R is a Nakayama algebra and S and T are simple R- 
modules, then S z soc(I,/soc I,) iff TU J(P,5)/Jz(P,5). 
Proof: Suppose S g soc(Z,/soc I,). Let 71, : I, --t I,!soc I, and rt2: 
I,/soc Ir + (I,/soc Ir)/soc(Z,/soc I,) be the projections, and let 
hf = ker 71, 0 rc,. Then MCI,, so A4 is uniserial, [(Ad) = 2. 
sot(M) =.Z(M) 2 T, and M/sot M=M/.Z(M) z S. If I(P,) = 1, then S is 
projective, and so, since S is a quotient of M, it must be a direct summand. 
But since M is uniserial, it cannot have any direct summands. Hence. 
/(P,) > 2. Let J(P,Y)/J2(P,s) = I/ # 0, so that U lies beneath S in P,. By 
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Theorem 1 of [ 3 1, since T lies beneath S in the uniserial module M, we must 
have Tg U. 
Now suppose T 2 .Z(P,)/J,(P,). Let N = P,/J,(P,5); then Z(N) = 2 and 
Tz J(N). If Z(Z,) = 1, then T is injective. Since T is a submodule of N, it 
must be a direct summand. But since N is a quotient of a uniserial module. it 
must be uniserial. and hence can have no direct summands. Hence Z(Z,) > 2. 
Let soc(Z,./soc Z7.) = Vf 0. Since N is a uniserial module and S is above T 
in N, S g V. as observed earlier. 
Thus, when R is Nakayama, we may speak of the graph of R without 
ambiguity. Moreover, since such an R is injec-uniserial, no node in the graph 
may have more than one arrow terminating there, and, since R is also pro- 
uniserial, no node may have more than one arrow originating there (see 13 I). 
This motivates the following: 
THEOREM 1. Given any finite directed graph hulling the propert? that HO 
node has more than one arrow’ terminating there or originating there, and 
any list of composition lengths for indecomposable injectives hulling the 
property that if c, and c, are nodes in the graph, and there is an arrow from 
z:, to u>. then I(u,) > l(c>) - 1, then there is a Naka?,ama algebra hating the 
given graph whose indecomposable injectives hate the given composition 
lengths. 
ProoJ: As noted above. there is certainly an injec-uniserial ring. call it R. 
with the required properties, so we need only show that this ring is also pro- 
uniserial. By Theorem 9 of (31, R is pro-uniserial iff for each simple R- 
module S, Cr6 , dim, ExtA(S, T) < 1. where .7 cK Mod contains exactly 
one representative from each isomorphism class of simple R-modules. As 
noted earlier, we know that, for any simples S and T. either ExtA(S. T) = 0 
or ExtA(S. T) r F. So, to show that R is pro-uniserial. it is sufficient to show 
that. for each simple R-module S. there is at most one (up to isomorphism) 
simple R-module T with ExtA(S, T) ? F. 
We begin by constructing the first part of an injective coresolution for the 
simple R-module T. Clearly, we may take I, = I, and d,: T-t I, to be the 
inclusion. If T = I,, then we may take I, = 0 for n > 1. Otherwise, the 
cokernel of d, is ZJT, a uniserial R-module. Let U be the simple at the 
bottom of Z,/T, so that U = soc(Z,./T). As observed earlier, Z,./T must be 
isomorphic to a submodule of Zri. Choose I, = Zr; and d, : I,, + I, to be the 
projection onto Z,/T followed by inclusion. If d, is onto, we may take Z,, = 0 
for n > 1; otherwise, coker d, is a uniserial R-module. Let V be the simple at 
the bottom of coker d,. Then, as above, coker d, is a submodule of I,., and 
so we may take I, = I, and d,: I, --f Zz to be the projection I, --t coker d, 
followed by the inclusion. We can now compute Extk(S, T), where S is any 
simple R-module. 
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d’* 0 - Horn, (S, I,) - Hom,(S, Ii) dz* Hom,(S, I,) 
where d,* and d,, are the induced maps. By definition, Exti(S, T) = 
(ker d2*)/(Im d,*). Certainly, if I, = 0, Hom,(S, Ii) = 0, so Exti(S., T) = 0. 
Also, by Lemma 3, if U # S, Hom,(S, II;) = 0, so again Extk(S, T) = 0. So 
suppose U=S and O#I,=I,,=Is. By Lemma 3, Hom,(S, I,) 2 F. If 
I, = 0 or if I, = I, and Vf S, then Hom,(S, I,) = 0, so d,* is the zero map. 
So suppose also V = S and 0 # I, = I, = I,. Then d, : I, -+ I,. If ker d, = 0, 
then, since ker d, = Im d, , Im d, = 0 * ker d, = I, = Im d, => I,, = T :+ I,, = 0 
for n > 1, a contradiction. Hence we must have ker d, # 0. Suppose 
fE Hom,(S, I,). Then Imf= sot I,Y = the unique simple submodule of I,s ; 
since ker d, # 0, it must contain a simple submodule. Hence Imfc ker d,. 
But then d,*(f) = d, of = 0, so d,, is the zero map. Thus, in all cases, d,, 
is the zero map. 
Similarly, if T& S, Hom,(S, I,) = 0 and so d,, is the zero map; if Tg S, 
Hom,(S, I,) g F but, by reasoning similar to the above, d,, is still zero. 
Thus, whenever Hom,(S, 1,) # 0, we have Hom,(S, I,) z F and d,.+ and 
d,,, are zero maps. Hence, in this case, we have ker dz, = Hom,(S, I,) s F 
and Im d,+ = 0, so Extk(S. T) z Hom,(S. I,) r F. 
To summarize. we see that 
dim, ExtA(S, T) = 1 
i 
0 ifT=I,orS&U 
ifT#I,andS?U. 
From the construction of the coresolution for T, we see that U was chosen to 
be that simple isomorphic to soc(I,/T); in other words, I/ is that simple 
having the property that there is an arrow in the graph of R originating at U 
and terminating at T. Thus dim, Extk(S, T) = I iff there is an arrow from S 
to T in the graph of R; the dimension is zero otherwise. But by the 
hypotheses of this theorem, there can be at most one arrow originating at S, 
and so dim, ExtA(S, T) = 1 for at most one (up to isomorphism) simple T 
with the dimension zero for all other simples. Thus certainly 
ETC.? dim, ExtA(S, T) < 1 for all simple R-modules S. As noted earlier, this 
suffices to prove the theorem. 
Since a Nakayama algebra is certainly injec-uniserial, it follows from (I) 
and from the Appendix to [3 ] that every Nakayama algebra is Morita 
equivalent to a direct sum of Nakayama algebras having connected graphs. 
If a Nakayama algebra has a connected, linear graph, then (III)(B) and (IV) 
apply, and nothing stronger can be said. However, if a Nakayama algebra 
has a connected, cyclic graph, it is clear that each of its simple modules must 
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be of Type I. The following is now a consequence of (VI) and of Theorems 7 
and 8 of [3]: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose R and R’ are two Nakayama algebras having 
connected cyclic graphs. 
(A) If R and R’ are Poincare equivalent, then they have the same 
graph. Let S’ E,, Mod denote the simple corresponding to the simple 
S E, Mod. Then there is an integer m such that, for any simple R-module S. 
I(I,) = l(I,k,) + mk and l(P,s) = l(P,k,) + mk, where k is the cycle length. 
(B) Suppose R and R’ have the same graph; let S E, Mod and 
S’ E,,Mod denote simple modules corresponding to the same node. Let k be 
the cycle length, and suppose either 
(a) there is an integer m such that, for any simple R-module S, 
l(1,) = l(I; ,) + mk, and 
(b) for any simple R-module S, l(I,) > 2k + 1 and l(Zi,) > 2k + 1, 
or 
(a’) there is an integer m such that. for any simple R-module S, 
l(P,) = l(P,;.,) + mk, and 
(b’) for any simple R-module S, l(P,) > 2k + 1 and I(P,k,) > 2k + 1. 
Then R and R’ are Poincare’ equivalent. 
Proof (B) is an immediate consequence of (VI) and of Theorem 8 of 
[ 31. We need a brief argument to establish (A): by (VI), there is an integer nt 
such that /(I,) = /(I;,) + mk for all simples S EK Mod; by Theorem 7 of 13 1, 
there is an integer n such that I(P,) = I(P:,) + nk. We must show that n = m. 
Let T be a simple R-module having the property that. for any simple 
S E, Mod, [(I,) 3 I(Z,Y). Since R has only finitely many non-isomorphic 
simple modules, there certainly is such a T. Let U = I,/J(Z,) be the simple 
factor at the top of I,.. Since R is pro-uniserial, it follows from Lemma 1 of 
[ 3 1 that I, must be a quotient of P,,, and so l(P, ) > l(It). Let V = sot P, be 
the simple at the bottom of P, . Since R is injec-uniserial, P,. must be a 
submodule of I,,, and so /(I,-) > /(PC.), as noted in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Thus we have /(I,) > 1(P,,) > /(I,). But by the choice of T, /(I,) > l(1, ). 
Hence we must have IV,.) = /(PC.) = [(I,.). Since P, is a submodule of I, and 
I,. is a quotient of P,,, this implies that I,. = Pt. = I,, and so V = T. By 
similar reasoning, since T’ must have the property that /(I;..) > 1(1,\,) for all 
simples S’ E,, Mod. we get Pi,, = I;,,. Thus we have /(I;.,) + mk = l(Z,) = 
l(P,,) = I(P;,,) + nk, and so m = n. 
Finally, we can show the following: 
THEOREM 3. An F-algebra R is Nakayjama tfffor each simple R-module 
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ST C7E.Y dim, Extk(S, T) < 1 and &Eydimf ExtA(T, S) < 1, where 
.Y ~~ Mod contains exactly one representative from each isomorphism class 
of simple R-modules. 
ProojI This is an immediate consequence of (VII) and of Theorem 9 of 
131. 
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